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Image of a Line in the Case of Defocusing and 
Asymmetrical Apodization in Incoherent Light

The im age of a line for defocusing and asym m etricai apodization in incoherent ligh t, and for system s w ith  
rectangular pupil is determ ined. Num erical calculations tor the exponentia l function  of apodization  are g iven . 
It is shown that the d isplacem ent of the in tensity  in the im age plane is consistent w ith  disp lacem ent determ ined  
on the ground of geom etrical optics.

1. Introduction

In  the previous paper [1] we have reported 
ou the phase of optical transfer function for 
systems free of aberrations, bu t with defocusing 
and asymmetrical apodization. The starting 
point of th a t report was the analysis of a paral
lactic error for visual instruments. The eye 
being an optical system with axial apodization 
(Stiles-Crawford's phenomenon [2]), the trans
versal displacement of the eye with respect to 
the exit pupil of the instrum ent produces a com
bined optical system (the observed and the 
instrument) with asymmetrical type of apodi
zation. We have proved th a t Ihe phase of optical 
transfer function, for the defocming different 
from 0 and asymmetrical apodization, depends 
on the spatial frequency of intensity. Moreover, 
for sufficiently high values of defocusing the 
harmonics with different spatial frequencies 
may be shifted a 1 over the image plane in diffe
rent directions. Given an object with the com
plex spatial spectrum the structure of the 
image cannot be easily forseen. For this purpose 
it is necessary to add up all the harmonics 
transferred to the image plane, and thus to 
estimate the whole image, which, in general, 
will not be similar to the object. In  case of 
a simple object form with complex spatial 
spectrum the harmonic analysis is not a con
venient procedure. The straightforward calcula
tion of the image intensity may lead quicker 
to obtaining the final result.

An object in the form of a single line has 
both a very simple form and complex spectrum. 
I t  can be readily applied to the adjustm ent 
of optical instrum ents to eliminate the parallac
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tic error. Therefore it is interesting to know 
its image when defocusing the optical system 
and introducing an asymmetrical apodization. 
For the sake of simplicity we have restricted 
our considerations (like in [1]) to the rectan
gular pupil with coefficient of apodization 
varying in one of the axial directions, and with 
object line perpendicular to the direction of 
variation of apodization.

2. Genera! consideration

Let be the angular coordinates of
exit pupil in a rectangular form (Fig. 1). yr' — 
Gaussian image plane; yq—defocused image plane;

i?' — plane of exit pupil; — direction of 
var iable apodization.

The amplitude and phase distribution T in 
the image of a point ([3] Eqs. 3.81 and 3.83) 
is given by

T — A j y  F(%4, ?' i , )exp[— +

+  !L,y')]diqdM^, (1)

where: F(M^,tq,) — pupil function describing 
amplitude and phase distribution in the pupil 
plane; % =  2yr/A; A — wavelength;

In our case

=  FJ(w^)exp(!'A;zl'), (2)

where
/(r^) — function of apodization representing 
the changes of am plitude in pupil plane (real 
function) with regard to  =  0 (/(0) =  1); 
/!' — wave aberration of the optical system; 
F„ — the amplitude in the point =  0, rq, =  0;
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For sufficiently small aperture angle and 
the system free of aberrations we can write

Jt is convenient to normalize this value 
by letting 7,^(0, 0) =  1 which occurs if

z!' = (3)

s — linear value of defocusing; 
After substituting to (1) we have

T =  A F.CiCs (4)
with

Ci(y', 2 )=  J  e x p i - f — ) e x p ( - f ^ y ' ) d M^  

= F ^ e x p ^ - f ^ ^ j j ,  (5)

"of
J / ( ^ i ) e x p ! - ^ — j x

x exp( —f7M^3')dw^

( 6 )

where 7', (;' =  ?y) denotes Fourier transforms
with regard to respective coordinates (the value 
of pupil function differs from 0 only within 
a limited area, and the integration can be 
taken in the range — oo, oo).

As the intensity distribution in the image 
of a point is determined by i t  =  TT*, the 
intensity distribution 7, in the image of a line 
parallel to ?/' is given by

7,(%', a) =  AA*F.F*CsC? j°

a) =
7,(%', 2) 
7,(0, 0)

— 00_________

B ut from Parseval's theorem [4] and in 
the face of (5) the value

/  CiCi'dy' =  =  a /  [ 1 1 ^ ^ '

is independent of 2 (a —% coefficient of pro
portionality introduced for our parameters). 
Hence, the normalized intensity distribution 
in the image of a line can be expressed by

-TijR', 2) (7)

We introduce new variables by letting

= ( 8)

Z =  7 ^ 3 ' ,  (9)

%' =  (10)

For a given width of the pupil the quan
tity  <?< characterizes the degree of defocusing, 
Z is a normalized coordinate of the image 
plane, and .s* — new variable of integration.
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( 14 )

The substitution of (6), and (8)-(10) for (7), 
and a simple calculation, yield finally

[ J* /(s!'^)cos(<a<?2+Zs)ds]-_}-
I,„(Z,<P) ;-------------------------

-1

+  [ //(sM^)sin(<Ps2+Zs)ds]i!

---- - ------1------------------------- (II)
[ J*№ i4)< af-I

From  this equation some general conclu
sions can be drawn:

1. If  the function of apodization is symme
trical, as it occurs for — 0, i.e. if / ( —M̂) 
=  № i) ,  then we have Z,„( - Z ,  <P) =  I,„(Z , (P), 
independently of the quantity of defocusing 
(independently of d>), this means th a t the in 
density distribution is symmetrical with regard 
to point Z =  0. Such a conclusion is evident 
from physical point of view.

In  order to prove it, it should be noted tha t
cos(<Pgs+Zs) =  co s^ co sZ s —sintPs^sinZs,

sin(<Ps3+Zs) =  sin^a^cosZa +  cos^Pa^sinZa,

and as for symmetrical limits of integration 
the integrals of odd functions disappear the 
remaining terms in (11) will be expressed by 
functions cos Za.

2. For (P = 0  we have also I ,„ (—Z, 0) 
=  1?„(Z, 0) independently of kind of function 

/(i^ ). This results immediately from (11).
3. To calculate the intensity distribution 

1^ in a range of defocusing ( — <P, <P) it suffices 
to estimate it within the interval (0, (P), because 
Z,n(—Z , —(P) =  I,„(Z , <P). This means tha t the 
changes of intensity distribution are the same 
on both sides of the Gaussian plane, but their 
directions in the image plane are opposite.

3. Exponential function as an example of 
asymmetrical apodization function

Similarly to [1] let the function of apodiza
tion be

/(i^)= exp(& M t), (12)

where & is the param eter depending on the 
degree of apodization.

According to (10)

, /F a \
/(it;) =  exp !— j (13)

with ([1] Eq. (27))

A =  2&M .̂ 

Now, from (11)

%)

4-

^ exp cos (<Pa^+Za) da j

A  ( A )

^  exp sin ((Pa- +Za)daj

where
A ( F )

( 1.1)

A(A) =  4
¡*aP(0.5A) Y
L 0.5A J

For F  =  0, 1, and 2 we have A (F ) — 4, 
4.345 and 5.524, respectively. If E  is suffi
ciently small then we can put A (F ) =  4+ F^/3 .

By means of the computer we calculated 
the intensity distribution (Z , <P) for E  =  0,
1, and 2. The results of this calculation are 
presented in Figs 2a, b, c.
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As it would be expected the intensity dis
tributions are rather complex so tha t too precise 
conclusions are impossible to deduce. I t  is 
evident tha t for exponential function of apodi- 
zation the increase of defocusing causes the 
displacement of the image intensity with regard 
to point Z =  0.

To compare it with geometrical considera
tion we can repeat the argumentation of the 
paper [1] and rewrite here from the Eq. (21)

^  = -------T„<P,Ж Е,
( i d )

which describes the image displacement ^  from 
geometrical point of view, where a?,—the limi
ting frequency, and

T. =  ^ ----------------(17)
,fr("oiS)<h?

Using (9) of the present paper, because

^  =  a?' and âi,
2мм

A

we obtain

Z , =  -2T.<P, (IS)

where Z , is the normalized displacement of the 
centre of the image intensity distribution de
termined on the ground of geometrical optics.

As for T7 =  0, 1, and 2 we have successively 
T , =  0, 0.3130 and 0.3373 [1], then the values 
of Z, for different F  can be calculated itom  
the expressions given in the Table

Æ 0 1 2

2 . 0 -  0.626 Ф -1 .0 7 5  Ф

For sufficiently small value of F  (in this 
case T . =  Æ/3) we can put simply

Z , =  (19)

The results obtained from the Table and 
Fig. 2 are consistent but cannot be the same. 
Geometrical consideration snpplies correct con
clusions for the structures of sufficiently low 
frequencies [1]. The difference between the

results obtained on the ground of geometrical 
and wave optics is due to the harmonics with 
higher frequencies being transfer]ed to the 
image plane. The coincidence of the results 
is not suprising, because for (P >  3 the values 
of contrast transfer function are significant for 
the frequencies much lower than the limiting 
frequency [1].

We have not calculated the centre area of 
I,„(Z , (P), because for such complex and wide 
intensity distribution this notion is physically 
useless. I t  would be moie advisable to consider 
the centre of area for the significant values of 
the intensity, i.e. to use the approximative 
method depending on a detector.

Moreover, from Fig. 2 it lesults tha t for 
high value of <P the image of line is more distinct 
for F  =  2 than  for F  =  0, for example. I t  is 
clear because the increase of the value of F  
reduces the influence of the pupil area with 
low coefficient of transmission and, in a sense, 
is equivalent to the dec]ease of the pupil 
width.

Изображение линии в случае разрегулированной 
и асимметрической расфокусировки

Определено изображение линии для разрегулированной 
и асимметрической расфокусировки в некогерентном свете 
и для систем с прямоугольным зрачком линзы. Приво
дятся численные расчеты для экспоненциальной функции 
расфокусировки. Показано, что смещение интенсивности 
соответствует смещению, определенному на основе геоме
трической оптики.
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